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Lab Objectives
Upon completion of this lab, you will understand how to prepare an FPGA model for
verification within a larger Simulink system using hardware co-simulation, proceeding
with the following steps:
•

augment the System Generator FPGA-based SAD model with control functions
for added robustness in managing bursty input data;

•

prepare for hardware co-simulation by adding shared FIFOs at the inputs and
outputs of the model;

•

integrate the SAD model into a complete Simulink video stabilization model for
system-level verification using hardware co-simulation.

Lab Setup
This lab will require the following software and hardware setups.
Software
The software requirements for this lab are:
• WindowsXP
• Xilinx ISE 10.1i (Foundation with ISIM simulator) with Service Pack 3
• Xilinx System Generator for DSP 10.1 with Service Pack 3
• IP Update #3
• The Mathworks MATLAB/Simulink R2008a
o Video and Image Processing Toolbox and Blockset
o Signal Processing Toolbox and Blockset
• Avnet Board Support Package v1.06 for Simulink
Hardware
The hardware required for this lab is:
• Avnet Spartan-3A DSP DaVinci Development Kit
• Xilinx JTAG download cable
• Ethernet cable
• Computer with 1 GB RAM
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Experiment 1: Managing burst data into the FPGA co-processor SAD
In lab 3, we tested a SAD-based block matching model in isolation, using a single-frame
synthetic image to validate functionality. In this section, we will augment the SAD model
with control functions in preparation for integrating the SAD block into the complete
video stabilization model. Our approach is guided by the fact that data will ultimately
flow to and from the SAD between DSP and FPGA co-processor; it may well be bursty in
nature. We therefore anticipate the use of shared FIFOs to manage data to and from the
SAD.
We must ensure that the FPGA co-processor SAD will behave exactly as the original
SAD block that we wish to replace from the Simulink Video & Image Processing
blockset. Observe the top-level input ports of the Simulink SAD in the figure below.
These are ROI (region of interest) and template, both of which expect incoming 2-D
arrays of pixel data at each frame of video in order to track the target template within the
moving video.

Figure 1 – SAD block within original video stabilization model
Note: Input ports ROI and Template of the SAD block from the Video and Image
Processing blockset expect 2-D array data. This is fundamentally different from the
manner in which the FPGA-based SAD consumes it’s input data, which is expected to
be sequential. This will be resolved using shared FIFOs, which support frame-based
processing while generating sequential data at their outputs to drive the FPGA based
SAD block.
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We start this exercise by exploring sample rate changes within the model, and the flow
control signals that manage bursty data at the inputs of the FPGA co-processor.
Lab Procedure:
1. From MATLAB, navigate to
C:\SpeedWay\Fall_08\co_processing\lab4 and double click the
sad_fpga_hwcosim_start.mdl file to open it in Simulink.
2. Proceed as shown below to display normalized sample periods on all System
Generator blocks. Prior to step 3 below, notice the field Simulink system period set to
1/DSP48overclock, which equates to 1/22. Recall from lab 3 this is the computation
rate of the DSP48A in each SAD computation engine, the fastest rate in the model,
and a 22x multiple the rate at which ROI pixels flow through the SAD block.
Note: System Generator displays sample period, the inverse of sample rate,
normalized to 1. Hence the pixel sample period is displayed as 22 on all blocks.
Normalized sample periods are useful to visualize rate changes throughout the model
relative to the fastest rate (smallest normalized period) of 1.
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Figure 2 -- Displaying Normalized Sample Periods
3. Notice 'From Workspace' signal pair S_ROI_32 and S_ROI_valid_32. These input
stimulii drive new 'region of interest' (ROI) data and accompanying ‘valid’ signal
from Simulink into the FPGA co-processor at each new video frame. Similarly, signal
pair S_template_data_32 and S_template_valid_32 drive new template values for
SAD block matching. Note these signal types are 'double precision'. The next step
will illustrate how these signals are converted to ‘fixed-point’ types for input into the
Xilinx System Generator-based FPGA co-processor. Double-click to descend as
shown below.
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Figure 3 –‘From Workspace’ Input Signals
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4. Double-click the Gateway IN block ROI_pixel. Proceed as shown below, then to
question #1.

Figure 4 -- Gateways IN Define Input Signal Type and Sample Period

Question #1:
•
•

What is the output type of signal ROI_pixel ? ___________________________
What is the sample period of signal ROI_pixel ? _________________________

•
•

What is the output type of signal ROI_pixel_valid ? ______________________
What is the sample period of signal ROI_pixel_valid ? ____________________
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5. Proceed as shown below to follow the S_ROI signal into the model.

Figure 5 -Note: Goto tags provide a convenient way to connect signals at various points in a
model without drawing visible signal nets, thereby reducing signal clutter.
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6. Recall from question #1 that the output type of signal ROI_pixel is 32-bit unsigned,
which carries 4 concatenated byte-wide ROI Luma pixels at sample period of 4
(equates to period 88 when normalized to the fastest rate of 1). Observe below the use
of a Parallel to Serial block as a convenient means to transform the 32-bit input into a
stream of 4 bytes, each of which represents a pixel within the region of interest for
SAD template matching (luma values only). The motivation to pack 4 pixels into each
incoming 32-bit word will become clear in lab 5, when we define the physical
interface for data flow between DSP and FPGA co-processor.
Observe the FIFO flow control blocks under the shaded area in the figure below.
They will be activated when shared FIFOs are added to the model in experiment 2.

Figure 6 – Parallel to Serial Block Transforms 32-bit Words into 4 bytes at 4X Rate
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7. Navigate back up to the top-level and prepare to follow the ‘Valid’ signal into
subsystem ‘Transposed Line Buffer’. At this point, it is convenient to revert back to
the default display format on System Generator blocks, as shown below.

Figure 7 – Revert to Default Format on System Generator Blocks
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8. Recall from question # 1 that the output type of signal ROI_pixel_valid is ‘boolean’.
This type of signal is often used for control. Observe how it has been connected to the
‘enable’ input of the address generator H_counter.

Figure 8 -- Address Generator H_counter Controlled by pixel_valid

Question #2:
•

How does ROI_pixel_valid manage the SAD engine to accommodate bursty
ROI_pixel input data ? ___________
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9. We are now prepared to simulate the design. Navigate back up to the top-level,
ensuring that all lower-level subsystems are closed in order to minimize screen
clutter. Start simulation as shown below.

Figure 9 -- Simulation
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10. During simulation, observe the displays of Minimum SAD Value, Minimum SAD row
and Minimum SAD column.

Figure 10
11. When simulation stops, the results of SAD computation on the entire region of
interest is displayed as 4 sub-plots. The bottom-left image is the SAD calculated by
MATLAB prior to simulation. The bottom-right image is the result of SAD calculated
in hardware by our System Generator model. Our model is validated when the
MATLAB-calculated SAD and hardware SAD are identical. Recall similar results
using the SAD_basic model from lab 3.
Question #3:
•

At the end of simulation, what are the values displayed for each of :
o Minimum SAD Value ___________
o Minimum SAD row ___________
o Minimum SAD column ___________
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12. Return to the MATLAB console and double click on the
sad_fpga_hwcosim_init.m file to open it as shown below.

Figure 11 – Opening the Model Pre-Load Callback Function
13. sad_fpga_hwcosim_init.m is the model callback function. It generates an allblack test image into which is inserted a graduated-gray region that corresponds
exactly to the template being searched for. Observe the template_position setting at
line 20. It should correspond to the Minimum SAD Row and column displays
observed in question #3.
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Figure 12 – Editing the Model Pre-Load Callback Function

14. You may modify the value of template_position to the position of the your choice
between (1,1) and (98,102). Save and close the file, then close and re-open the
model. Repeat simulation to confirm that the SAD block-matching finds the template
at the location that you set, and jot down their values for future comparison in the
final step of experiment 2. This confirms that our advanced SAD model with flow
control is functioning correctly.
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Experiment 2: Adding Shared FIFOs at SAD input and output
In experiment 1, we confirmed the proper functioning of flow control to manage bursty
input data flowing into the FPGA co-processor SAD. We now prepare for hardware cosimulation by adding shared FIFOs at the inputs and outputs of the model.
Lab Procedure:
1. Navigate back up to the top-level, ensuring that all lower-level subsystems are closed.
Proceed as shown below.

Figure 13 -- Descend into Subsystem 'Template RX'
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Figure 14
2. From ‘Xilinx Blockset / Shared Memory’, add ‘From FIFO’.

Figure 15 -- Xilinx Blockset / Shared Memory / From FIFO
3. Rename as ‘sad_template’ and set parameters as below.
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Figure 16 -- Parameters of 'From FIFO' sad_template

IMPORTANT NOTE ON FIFOs:
A shared FIFO pair is comprised of a To FIFO block and a From FIFO block that are
associated by name, for example 'sad_ROI'. The To FIFO block provides the "writeside" control signals, while the From FIFO block provides the "read-side" control
signals. When used together, a shared FIFO pair is conceptually the same thing as a
single FIFO - only the control signals for the two sides are graphically disjoint. This
means that a shared FIFO pair shares the same FIFO memory space, even though the
To-side may reside in Simulink, while the From-side is physical memory in the
FPGA. Data written into a To FIFO block can be retrieved by reading from the From
FIFO block of the same name. The connections between these two blocks is implicit;
no Simulink wires are needed. Shared FIFOs are ideal to cross asynchronous clock
domains in hardware co-simulation.
Xilinx System Generator on-line help offers complete information on shared memory.
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4. From ‘Xilinx Blockset / Basic Elements’, add an ‘Assert’ block. Proceed as shown
below.

Figure 17 -- Connecting the 'From FIFO'

Note: System Generator blocks can inherit sampling rate from upstream blocks. In
this case however, the ‘From FIFO’ is considered a virtual half of a physical
asynchronous FIFO, hence has no input data port from which to inherit a sampling
rate. The ‘Assert’ block sets an explicit sample period of 4 at the FIFO output, which
is sent through template control logic to drive the FIFO read enable port.

5. A ‘From FIFO’ is now in place to manage template data flowing into the FPGA coprocessor. We proceed to add the corresponding ‘To’ FIFO to the model to verify
proper functionality of the shared FIFO in simulation.
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6. Navigate back up to the top-level, and proceed as shown below.

Figure 18
7. Replace the ‘Go To’ blocks S_template_data and S_template_valid with a ‘To FIFO’
as shown below. Rename the ‘To FIFO’ sad_template to associate it by name to the
‘From FIFO’ added in Figure 16. Set parameters as shown. A register with latency of
3 is required for the FIFO to begin filling at the start of simulation before the
corresponding ‘From FIFO’ can start to output valid data.
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Figure 19 – Replacing ‘Go To’ connections with ‘To FIFO’
8. Proceed in similar fashion to replace the ‘Go To’ blocks S_ROI and S_ROI_valid
with a ‘To FIFO’. Rename ‘sad_ROI’ and set parameters as shown below.
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Figure 20 – ‘To FIFO’ for ROI Data

Note: Note the ‘Disregard Subsystem for Generator’ block. This allows the use of ‘To
FIFOs’ to drive bursty template and ROI data to the corresponding ‘From FIFOs’ to
verify proper functionality in simulation. However, the ‘To FIFOs’ are not needed in
the FPGA for hardware co-simulation. As we shall see in experiment 3, a video
stabilization testbench will include Simulink ‘To FIFOs’ to drive data to their
corresponding ‘From FIFOs’ in FPGA hardware during hardware co-simulation.
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9. Navigate back up to the top-level. Add ‘sad_roi’ From FIFO as shown below.

Figure 21
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Figure 22 -- Adding From FIFO ‘sad_roi’

Note: Note the ‘empty’ port remains unconnected at the sad_roi ‘From FIFO’.
Instead, the %full output is used for flow control. This enables on-the-fly SAD
computation as incoming ROI pixels arrive into the FPGA co-processor, while
enforcing the condition that at least 2 full lines of ROI pixels are present in the FIFO
before commencing the next SAD computation. This allows burst transfer of ROI data
while simplifying flow control logic.
If time permits, you may explore the roi_control block with it’s m-code based flow
control state-machine.

Note: At this point, the input section of our FPGA-based SAD model is entirely
decoupled in terms of clock domain from its ultimate data source, due to shared
FIFOs. Our approach was guided by the fact that template and ROI pixel data will
ultimately flow through a physical interface between DSP and FPGA which may not
be synchronous to the FPGA SAD co-processor and may well be bursty in nature.
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10. We now turn our attention to the output ports of the FPGA co-processor SAD model,
which must have the equivalent behavior as the original SAD block that we wish to
replace from the Simulink Video & Image Processing blockset. Observe once again
the top-level output ports of the Simulink SAD in the figure below. These are:
a. Idx : scalar value that represents the zero-based index location of the
minimum SAD value in the region of interest
b. NVals: N-by-N matrix of SAD values centered about the minimum SAD
value in the region of interest. Our video stabilization model uses a 3 by 3
matrix, the center being the minimum SAD value in the region of interest.

Figure 23 -- SAD block within original video stabilization model
11. Navigate to the output section of the model as shown below.
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Figure 24 -- Output Section of the Model
12. Observe the 9 registers that form a 3 by 3 matrix, the center being the minimum SAD
value in the region of interest. Note also the index location of the minimum SAD
value, which is sourced by a To Register named 'min_SAD_Idx'. It appears to drive
nowhere, into a termination block. In the final experiment of this lab, a testbench for
hardware co-simulation will include the corresponding From Register with same
name 'min_SAD_Idx' that will take this value back to the video stabilization model.
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Figure 25 -- 3 by 3 SAD Matrix in Output Section of FPGA SAD Model
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13. Open the Simulink Library Browser and connect in a To FIFO named ‘SAD_NVals’.
Set parameter values as shown below. This To FIFO will take as input the 9
multiplexed values of the 3_by_3 neighborhood surrounding the minimum SAD
value. In the final experiment of this lab, a testbench for hardware co-simulation will
include the corresponding ‘From FIFO’ with same name ‘SAD_NVals’ that will take
these values back to the video stabilization model.
Connect the outputs of the ‘To FIFO’ to terminator blocks. They will connect
automatically to the corresponding ‘From FIFO’ in the top-level video stabilization
model during experiment 3.

Figure 26 – ‘To FIFO’ for output of 3 by 3 values around the Minimum SAD
We have now completed the preparation for hardware co-simulation by adding shared
FIFOs at the inputs and outputs of the FPGA SAD-based block matching model. As the
final step of experiment 2, run simulation to validate functionality. The results should be
identical to those of simulation in the final step of experiment 1, in which case you may
rename and save the model as sad_fpga_hwcosim. If results are not identical, you may
have made a mistake along the way; you may then copy the model sad_fpga_hwcosim
from the C:\SpeedWay\Fall_08\co_processing\lab4\solutions folder
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to the current working directory lab4, open it anew and proceed to experiment 3.
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Experiment 3: Hardware co-simulation
In experiment 2 we added shared FIFOs at the inputs and outputs of the FPGA SADbased block matching model and verified correct functionality in simulation. Our System
Generator SAD model now has the necessary infrastructure to send and receive burst
transfers through shared memory. We proceed to integrate the SAD model into a
complete Simulink video stabilization model for system-level verification using hardware
co-simulation.
Lab Procedure:
NOTE: Compilation to hardware co-simulation can take approximately 15 minutes.
If you are short on time, you may choose to skip to step 3 and use the pre-compiled
hardware co-simulation library.
1. Compile for hardware co-simulation for the Avnet Spartan-3A DSP DaVinci board as
shown below. Close the model after compilation has completed.

Figure 27 -- Compiling for Hardware Co-Simulation
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2. Upon successful completion of compilation, a library is created with a hardware cosimulation block that contains all functionality of the original model. Note the
hardware co-simulation block has no visible inputs or outputs. As we shall see in the
following steps, all connections are through shared memory that was compiled into
the model. Close the library as shown below.

Figure 28 -- Hardware Co-Simulation Library
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3. Within folder C:\SpeedWay\Fall_08\co_processing\lab4\ open the
model video_stabilization_hwcosim.mdl. This is our Simulink testbench
that integrates the FPGA SAD into a complete video stabilization model for systemlevel verification using hardware co-simulation.
4. Check board connections:
a. Ensure an Ethernet cable is connected between the laptop and Avnet Spartan3A DSP DaVinci board. Note there are (2) RJ45 connectors on the board, one
for the DSP and one for the FPGA. Connect to the RJ45 of the FPGA, in the
corner of the board close to the Link LEDs.
b. Ensure a Xilinx JTAG download cable is connected to the board.
c. It isn’t necessary to mount the PS Video EXP daughtercard, although there is
no harm if it is present.
d. Apply power to the board.
5. In preparation for hardware co-simulation, we must set the co-simulation block
options. For convenience, we use the Simulink ‘Find’ utility to quickly locate the
block under several layers of hierarchy. Proceed as shown below.

Figure 29 -- Locating the Co-simulation Block
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6. Set the co-simulation block options as shown below.

Figure 30 -- Setting Co-simulation Options
7. When the co-simulation options have been set, close the subsystem to return directly
to the top-level.
8. Launch simulation.
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9. While simulation is running, double-click and descend into the ‘Stabilization’
subsystem, as shown below.

Figure 31 -- Navigate down into the Video Stabilization model
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10. Navigate down through subsystem ‘Estimate Motion’ and into subsystem ‘SAD’.
While simulation is running, toggle the selector to switch between the Simulink
Video & Image Processing blockset SAD (top SAD block), and the FPGA-based
SAD (bottom SAD block) as shown below. Observe how stabilization performs
identically, as seen in the stabilized ‘shaky car’ video. This is the side-by-side
comparison testbench concept using hardware co-simulation as explained in lecture 4.

Figure 32 – Compare Video & Image Processing SAD versus FPGA SAD
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Figure 33 – Simulink testbench for side-by-side comparison
11. At the MATLAB prompt, type MPLAY. Proceed as shown below.

Figure 34 – Adding Nets to MPLAY
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12. Take control of the simulation using MPLAY to single-step the video frame by frame.
Verify identical results from Simulink and FPGA hardware-based SADs on the
displays. Toggle the selector to place either the Simulink-based SAD or the FPGA
hardware-based SAD into the stabilization loop.

Figure 35 -- Single-Step Simulation using MPLAY
Using MPLAY to drive single frames of video into the model provides a powerful
verification environment for real-time video systems. It combines the benefits of
single-step, frame by frame verification to capture data at any node in the model, with
burst execution at full clock speeds of the algorithm-under-test in the FPGA,
executing at full clock speeds in hardware co-simulation.
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13. In the final steps of this lab, we explore the link between shared memory in the
Simulink model and the hardware counterparts in the FPGA. Navigate down to
FPGA_HWCOSIM_SAD. Double-click to open as shown below.

Figure 36

Figure 37 -- Shared Memory listed in Hardware Co-simulation Block

14. Note the list of shared memories in the hardware co-simulation GUI. These
correspond to shared FIFOs that were added in experiment 2. Notice the hardware cosimulation block is surrounded by subsystems, but there are no nets connecting to it.
The association is made entirely by name.
15. Close the hardware co-simulation GUI.
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Question #3:
•

Recall that template and ROI pixel data flow through the video stabilization
model as 2-D arrays. How does Simulink send 2-D arrays to the FPGA-based
SAD engine?

16. Descend into subsystem ROI TX. Note the association by name ‘sad_roi’ between the
shared memory block and the ‘sad_roi’ FIFO listed in the hardware co-simulation
GUI. Observe that FIFO depth and data width also match.
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17. Navigate back up to the level of subsystem ‘SAD’. Under the Simulink ‘Simulation’
menu, select ‘Accelerator’ mode, then launch simulation again.

Figure 38 – Launching Accelerator mode
18. While simulation is running, toggle the DSP/FPGA selector switch. Observe how
video stabilization performs identically whether the Simulink or FPGA SAD is in the
loop.
Accelerator mode can sustain frame rates that approach those of live video because
the FPGA is executing at full clock speeds (can reach > 100 MHz, depending on the
clock source of the board).
If you are skeptical that the FPGA is in the video stabilization loop, remove the
Ethernet cable to the Avnet Spartan-3A DSP DaVinci board.

This concludes Lab 4.
In lab 4 we added robust flow control to the basic System Generator SAD model of lab 3.
We then prepared the model for hardware co-simulation by adding shared memory in
anticipation of burst mode data flow between Simulink and FPGA. We ran hardware cosimulation to prove the model under test in FPGA hardware at full system clock rate as
part of a larger Simulink system.
Using MPLAY, we demonstrated a method of single-stepping the system through
individual frames of video to observe data at any node in the system. Armed with the
confidence that the FPGA design-under-test performs as expected, we can move towards
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a stand-alone video system combining DSP and FPGA co-processor on the Avnet
Spartan-3A DSP DaVinci Development Kit.
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Experiment 1: Answers
Answer #1:
•

The output type of signal ROI_pixel is 32-bit unsigned, which carries 4
concatenated byte-wide ROI Luma pixels at sample period of 4, or ¼ the pixel
rate of 1. The motivation to pack 4 pixels into each incoming 32-bit word will
become clear in lab 5, when we define the physical interface for data flow
between DSP and FPGA co-processor.

•

The output type of ROI_pixel_valid is boolean. When logic ‘1’, it indicates
that incoming ROI_pixel data is valid. This approach is useful to model bursty
input data in simulation.

•

The sample period of both ROI_pixel and ROI_pixel_valid is 4. Xilinx System
Generator for DSP uses sample period to manage discrete-time signals, which
is the inverse of sample rate. For example, a signal with sample period of 4 is
4 times slower than a sample period of 1. Subsequent steps will explore the
rate change mechanism to transform 32-bit words arriving into the model at
sample period 4 into 4 byte-wide ROI pixels each at sample period 1, the pixel
rate. Sample periods set at the gateways should not be confused with
normalized sample periods displayed on blocks throughout the model. The
latter are normalized to 1. Consequently, the sample period of 4 of the
incoming ROI_pixel and ROI_pixel_valid signals is displayed as 88 relative to
the fastest rate of 1 in the system.

Answer #2:
•

ROI_pixel_valid manages bursty ROI_pixel input data by halting the address
generator
H_counter
in
subsystem
Transposed
Line
Buffer/pixel_buffer_sequencer. This freezes the address ports of the
transposed line buffer and temporarily stalls the SAD engine until the next
valid ROI pixel is received.

•

This control mechanism is in place in anticipation of adding shared FIFOs at
the input of the co-processor to manage incoming bursts of ROI data. It will
provide robust control to stall the SAD engine if/when the input FIFO goes
empty, while awaiting the next burst of incoming data.
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Experiment 3: Answers
Answer #3:
Simulink sends 2-D arrays to the FPGA-based SAD engine through shared FIFOs. The
To-side is in the Simulink model, while the From-side has been compiled into the FPGA
as physical memory with a data-write port and flow control signals such as ‘Empty’.
During hardware co-simulation, data flows between Simulink and FPGA over a data link
such as JTAG, Ethernet, or PCI.
Shared FIFOs are ideal for crossing asynchronous clock domains, especially useful to
support burst data transfers between Simulink and FPGA. Hardware co-simulation
supports 2 clocking modes: single-step and free-running. Our video stabilization model
uses free-running mode, allowing the FPGA to execute at the full system clock rate on
the board, while managing burst transfers to/from Simulink through shared FIFOs. You
should now realize the merits of adding robust flow control in experiment 1 to ensure the
SAD engine is stalled if/when the FIFOs are depleted between incoming bursts of data.
Shared FIFOs are especially useful to transport 2-D frames of data, such as video frames,
between Simulink and FPGA. The Reshape block shown below changes the dimensions
of signals flowing out of Simulink towards the FPGA SAD engine. To display signal
dimensions of the video stabilization model, hit CTRL-D while the cursor is anywhere in
the Simulink model.
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